
PORONIN, POLAND 
October 1st-10th

CultRural Lab III
 



PARTICIPANTS,
We are excited to announce our upcoming project,

CultRural Lab III in Poronin, Poland beginning October

1st. This event is the third project of a 

 memorable collaboration of NGOs dedicated to

exploring the topic of eco friendly entrepreneurship in

rural communities.

 

We seek to combine the needs of our generation,

higher employment rates for youth living in

rural communities, and the needs of the

environment, a more sustainable mindset towards

our limited resources, and create an eco-

entrepreneurship project that will benefit both. 

 

Please join us in the meaningful event.! 

 

Your Organizing Team,

     Felix, Anand, Igor, Zimek, 



OUR AIM

We will explore healthy models of

business that are sustainable and

have a holistic approach in mind. All

the while learning how to replicate

such systems.

Together we will identify solutions to

common challenges of youth

unemployment in rural communities.

 

 In order to do so, we must first gain
skills that can allow us to transform

such solutions into reality. 

LEARN TO TAKE ACTION 

Hackathons, brainstorm sessions,

hikes, green quests, study case

solving, youth debates and

storytelling... All of which are forms of

Non-formal eudcation!

METHODS USED?

PROMOTE
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS
 



PORONIN..VENUE

We will be staying in a large guesthouse

situated in the Tatra Mountains, located in

the South of Poland. Participants will be

sharing rooms with 1-3 other people and

the workshops and activities will be hosted

below on the ground floor.

WHERE WE WILL 
BE STAYING..

We will be having delicious Polish

food catered to us at every meal

along with snacks through out the

day. You will not go hungry! If you

have any dietary restrictions we will

also cater to your needs, just let us

know before hand, Please. 

WHAT ABOUT THE 
FOOD

Please bring sport/hiking 

 shoes, a towel, shower supplies

and any needed medication. If

you have any medical

restrictions please let us know

before this trip. Also, remember

also to ensure yourself  for this

trip just to be safe. 

WHAT ABOUT
PACKING/PREP



PARTICIPANTS

6
Germany, Poland, Ukraine,

Lithuania, Romania, Latvia

COUNTRIES INVOVLED

42
PARTICIPANTS IN 

TOTAL 

18-26
AGE REQUIREMENT 



IF ANY QUESTIONS

We look forward to meet each one of you!!! 

EMAIL THE POLISH ORGANIZERS AT INFO@YOUTHOFEUROPE.PL 
EMAILS THE GERMAN ORGANIZERS AT F.SCHMIDTKE@APOLLO-

ONLINE.DE


